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MUSICAL STOCKS:
DON’T BE THE ODD MAN OUT
By George Young
Partner, Villere & Company
Portfolio Manager, Villere Funds

Remember the children’s game, musical chairs?

By sticking to your guns in turbulent waters, you may be in
a good position to face the music when it suddenly stops.

Everybody stands behind a chair, the music starts, one chair
is taken away and you walk in a circle around the remaining

Another option to consider instead of clamoring to buy

ones. Suddenly, the music stops and everyone scrambles to

and sell the same stocks as everyone else is to employ a

claim a chair. The object of the game is to not be the odd

contrarian thought process when selecting equities. By

person out.

turning to out-of-favor stocks with long-term growth
potential, you may discover a hidden gem. An example may

It’s a bit like the stock market. Many people are investing,

be investing in an unpopular sector and picking a stable

most imitating their fellow investors, and marching the same

company within that sector that could offer high returns

direction around the same circle. At any time, the music

should the sector become more favorable.You would likely

could stop and result in a mad dash for the chairs. Except in

face less competition, making it easier to acquire these types

this case, we’d substitute children for buyers in an overpriced

of stocks. Many other investors may be busy following the

market rushing toward the same stocks.

popular companies gracing the headlines, leaving a window

A sophisticated investor may realize that the music is

for you to potentially uncover a great opportunity and be at

destined to stop at some point. The stock market is all

the head of a new trend.

but static, so it may be wise to prepare for various market

Given the stock market’s penchant for swinging in various

conditions. For instance, it may be smart to hold onto a

directions, it may be wise to have a repeatable strategy

stock through its ups and downs. Many investors may sell at

in place to hedge against these changes. Even the best

the first sign of a downslide, which may make it tempting to

predictions are just that—predictions. Without a crystal

join a selling craze. However, if that same stock rockets back

ball, it’s impossible to know when the music will stop and

up, these investors could find themselves either losing out on

a buying or selling frenzy may commence. Don’t get left

a major gain, or buying back the same stock at a much higher

behind—if you see an opportunity, hesitating to act on it

price. Either way, it could be regrettable to sell prematurely

may find you without a chair.

and lose out on a potentially golden opportunity.
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A mutual fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. The
statutory and summary prospectuses contain this and other important information about the investment company,
and may be obtained by calling 866-209-1129 or visiting www.villere.com. Read carefully before investing.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Mutual fund investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible.
Villere Balanced Fund: Investments in smaller and medium sized companies involve additional risks such as
limited liquidity and greater volatility. Investments in debt securities typically decrease in value when interest
rates rise. This risk is usually greater for longer-term debt securities. Investments in lower rated and non-rated
securities present a great risk of loss to principal and interest than higher rated securities.
Villere Equity Fund: Equity investments are subject to market risk. Foreign investments involve additional risks,
including currency ﬂuctuation, political and economic instability, lack of liquidity and differing legal and accounting standards. These risks are magniﬁed in emerging markets. Investments in small-and-mid cap companies are subject to greater volatility. The Fund’s ability to invest in initial public offerings (IPOs) involves a
higher degree of risk than more seasoned companies.
Opinions expressed are those of the author or Villere & Co., and are subject to change, are not intended to be a forecast of
future events, a guarantee of future results, nor investment advice.
Villere & Co. is the adviser to the Villere Funds, which are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.
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